Spoken language identification (LID) [1] has been gaining attention as an important technique for multilingual spoken language communications. Large vocabulary continuous speech recognition (LVCSR)-based LID is a generative approach [2] that determines the language of an utterance by selecting a hypothesis from all hypotheses generated by multiple LVCSR decoders for each different language. Although it was initially proposed two decades ago [3], few LVCSR-based approaches have since been proposed [4, 5] . However, because of the computational costs and the fact that the LID accuracy of generative approaches might be inferior to that of discriminative approaches when the number of languages is large, LVCSR-based LID has not recently been investigated [1] . Instead, i-vector [6] and deep learning [7] -based discriminative classifiers have actively been investigated in recent years.
Introduction
Spoken language identification (LID) [1] has been gaining attention as an important technique for multilingual spoken language communications. Large vocabulary continuous speech recognition (LVCSR)-based LID is a generative approach [2] that determines the language of an utterance by selecting a hypothesis from all hypotheses generated by multiple LVCSR decoders for each different language. Although it was initially proposed two decades ago [3] , few LVCSR-based approaches have since been proposed [4, 5] . However, because of the computational costs and the fact that the LID accuracy of generative approaches might be inferior to that of discriminative approaches when the number of languages is large, LVCSR-based LID has not recently been investigated [1] . Instead, i-vector [6] and deep learning [7] -based discriminative classifiers have actively been investigated in recent years.
Both the previous LVCSR-based LID [3] [4] [5] and discriminative classifier-based LID, especially deep learning-based approaches, require a large multilingual speech corpus for LID training. Compared with speech recognition techniques from two decades ago, recent advances in deep learning-based modeling and a large amount of speech data and text corpus can notably improve speech recognition accuracy. Because of these improvements, recent LVCSR-based LID should be able to determine the language of an utterance by simply selecting the hypothesis with the highest likelihood without LID training, which requires a multilingual speech corpus, because language-consistent cases of an utterance and decoder can now output high likelihoods. As a result, recent LVCSR-based LID is suitable for rapid prototyping and can more easily add new languages than discriminative approaches.
In multilingual spoken language applications such as bilingual speech translation systems, e.g., VoiceTra Ã , or multilingual spoken dialogue systems, the number of languages is two or less than 10, respectively. Therefore, LVCSR-based LID would be suitable for such applications because generative approaches might be sufficiently accurate for the relatively low number of languages.
In addition, because of recent significant improvements in computers with multiprocessors and research on weighted finite-state transducer (WFST)-based LVCSR decoders, multiple parallel decoding for multilingual sequential LVCSR can be achieved in real-time. The computational cost of parallel decoding is now a relatively insignificant problem.
For these reasons, this paper revisits LVCSR-based LID along with recent technological advancements for multilingual spoken language applications. Its implementation for real-time applications, however, sometimes faces the problem of latency because, to compare all hypotheses, identification inevitably involves the decoding of language inconsistencies between an utterance and decoder, which takes more time than the decoding of consistent cases. This is because each decoder is individually developed for a consistent language only: inconsistent languages are not considered at all. The latency problem in LVCSR-based LID has not yet been investigated. This problem might not be settled soon, even if computer performance increases, because the real-time factor (RTF) of each decoder, which is defined as the ratio between the utterance duration and decoding time, might be set to just below 1.0 to improve recognition accuracy for larger models and wider beam bandwidth.
Exiting the decoding using a constant timeout can easily shorten the latency but may decrease the accuracy because the correct hypothesis might be dropped from consideration. To overcome the tradeoff between LID accuracy and latency, this paper proposes efficient variable timeouts for each languagespecific decoder.
2. LVCSR-based spoken LID and the tradeoff between accuracy and latency 2.1. LVCSR-based LID As briefly discussed above, recent LVCSR-based LID can determine the language of an utterance by simply selecting the hypothesis with the highest likelihood from all the hypotheses generated by multiple LVCSR decoders for each language. To compare all hypotheses, the system must wait for all hypotheses to be returned. If all hypotheses are obtained within the utterance duration L, latency does not occur and real-time identification can be achieved. In most cases, however, latency is a problem because LID inevitably involves the decoding of language inconsistencies between an utterance and decoder, which takes more decoding time than consistent cases. Indeed, the experimental results for the average decoding speeds of each decoder for each input language in this study suggest that the decoding times of inconsistent cases are significantly slower than those of consistent cases (Sect. 4.2.). These inconsistent decoding times are the main reason for the latency in LVCSR-based LID. If the final hypothesis is obtained at T final seconds after the time an utterance finishes, as shown in Fig. 1 , the latency is T final . In many cases however, the final hypothesis might be incorrect. Therefore, the question is how long to set the timeout duration. To reduce the latency in LVCSR-based LID while maintaining its accuracy, efficient timeout methods are required for real-time applications.
Constant timeout
The most simple timeout method is a constant timeout, in which the timeout duration is set to a constant value T. In this method, if at least one hypothesis is not obtained within the utterance duration L, the method waits for the remaining hypotheses for T seconds after an utterance has finished and only the obtained hypotheses are compared. In this case, the latency is T, as shown in Fig. 1 . If all the hypotheses are obtained within T > ðT final Þ, the latency is also T final . In contrast, if not all the hypotheses are obtained within T, the method only waits until the first hypothesis is obtained at T 1st ð> TÞ seconds, and the latency is T 1st . In this case, the language is identified using only the fastest hypothesis without any likelihood comparison.
This constant timeout approach can easily shorten the LID latency but may reduce its accuracy because the correct hypothesis is dropped from the comparison. The decoding time is dependent on the utterance length, and hypothesis drop-out might frequently happen when the utterance length is long.
3. Proposed variable timeout method depending on the average RTFs of each decoder 3.1. Utterance length dependent variable timeout
To eliminate the tradeoff between LID accuracy and latency, a variable timeout method that depends on utterance length L is investigated. In this method, the utterance length L is obtained when an utterance finishes and the timeout duration is dynamically set to w ct L À L, where w ct > 1 is a constant weight. This approach should be robust to utterance duration. However, this method sometimes leads to a tradeoff that is worse than the simple constant timeout, as shown in the experimental results in Sect. 4.2.
Proposed RTF-dependent variable timeout
The main cause of LVCSR-based LID performance degradation is the decoding speed difference among multiple decoders. As mentioned in the introduction, each decoder is individually developed for each target language, and other languages are not considered at all. As a result, the decoding speed of multiple decoders are different from each other, as shown in Tables 1 and 3 . In the simple constant timeout and utterance length-dependent variable timeout approaches, a language-independent timeout duration is too long for a decoder and will cause latency. In contrast, the timeout duration is too short for the other decoder and will cause hypothesis drop-out. Therefore, these approaches cannot provide efficient timeout duration, and the LID accuracy for the languages with slow decoders might be significantly lower because the different decoding speeds of multiple decoders are not taken into account.
To solve these problems, an efficient timeout method is proposed. To consider the differences in decoding speed of multiple decoders, the average RTFs of each languagespecific decoder are introduced. In most cases, the average RTFs of each decoder r l , where l is the decoder (language) ID, can be easily obtained because sufficient test sets are used to evaluate the LVCSR models when they are released. Using both utterance length L and average RTFs r l , the timeout durations for each decoder T vt;l are set as follows:
where w vt is a constant weight to control the timeout duration. These RTF-dependent variable timeouts should reduce the latency more effectively than the simple constant timeout method.
Experiments
To evaluate the proposed method, experiments for threelanguage identification (English, Japanese, and Chinese) using four multilingual corpora were conducted. 4.1. Experimental condition 4.1.1. LVCSR models
In these experiments, English, Japanese, and Chinese LVCSRs were used. The acoustic and language models were trained using a HMM-DNN based on cross entropy and retrained with a state-level minimum Bayes risk criterion and class n-gram, where the English and Japanese models were trained using 3-grams and Chinese model was trained using 4-grams. The acoustic parameters consisted of 12 MFCCs, log pow, 12 ÁMFCCs, Á log pow, 12ÁÁMFCCs, and ÁÁ log pow (a total of 39 dimensions for the acoustic features), extracted from frames of 20 ms length with 10 ms frame shifts. Here, 429-dimensional acoustic features consisting of 11 frames (including the five preceding and succeeding frames) were used as input vectors for the DNNs. The number of Japanese, English, and Chinese phonemes were 26, 39, and 30, respectively. The number of output neurons in DNNs is the same as that of the phonemes for each language. Five hidden layers of 512 nodes were used. These models comprised a WFST model, and WFST-based decoders were used. The characteristics of the English, Japanese, and Chinese LVCSR models and the average real-time factors of each decoder are shown in Table 1 . These models and the decoders for English, Japanese, and Chinese were actually used in the MCML Speech Interaction software development kit released by NICT y as of 14 Nov. 2016. Fig. 1 Relationship between timeout duration T and latency when some hypotheses are not obtained within T.
y http://www2.nict.go.jp/astrec-ast/mcml-sdk/index en.html
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These decoders output the recognized word string with the likelihood of each i-th word s i , which is constructed from the sum of the acoustic likelihood and language likelihood and given as a À log value. In the experiments, the likelihood of utterance S utt was calculated as S utt ¼ P C i¼1 s i , where C is the number of words. In the LID stage, as a result of preexperiments, the likelihoods were normalized by the length of the recognized utterance and language identification l was estimated as follows:
where L l is the length of the utterance recognized by each decoder l. If there is a multilingual speech corpus for the LID training set, a neural network-based classifier, in which the input vector consists of the acoustic and language likelihoods, is also possible, as shown in [5] .
Four types of multilingual corpora
The four multilingual corpora used as the test sets are the following:
. BTEC: speech read from a multilingual travel corpus for developing multilingual translation, recorded in silent rooms. . XTEC: spontaneous speech in simulated dialogue, recorded in silent rooms. . VoiceTra: spontaneous speech, recorded by smartphones in actual environments. . SPREDS: spontaneous speech in simulated dialogue, recorded by smartphones in silent rooms. This corpus was released as the Multilingual Speech Recognition Evaluation Data Set by NICT from September 2015 to January 2016. The number of utterances and average utterance lengths L avg of the corpora are shown in Table 2 .
Comparison of four timeout methods
In the experiments, four timeout methods were compared: (A) no timeout (default), (B) a simple constant timeout, (C) an utterance length-dependent variable timeout, and (D) the proposed RTF-dependent variable timeout. Constant timeout length T for method (B), weight w ct for method (C), and weight w vt for method (D) were set between 0 to 8, 1 to 3, and 1 to 5, respectively.
Results
The average correct word rates of the consistent language decoders are 90.96% (English), 89.25% (Japanese), and 79.89% (Chinese), respectively. These results suggest that these LVCSR models are well trained and suitable for LID using Eq. (2).
To evaluate the latency of each method, the decoding times were measured by computer (Apple MacPro Mid 2012; CPU: Intel Xeon 3.2 GHz quad-core, Memory: 6 GB DDR3, OS: CentOS 7). Table 3 shows the average RTFs of SPREDS as representative results. These results clearly suggest that the decoding times of language inconsistent cases are significantly slower than those of consistent cases. In addition, the decoding times of each input language decoded by each decoder are also different, depending on the average RTF of each decoder. Figures 2 to 5 show the results of the LID accuracy and average latency of the four methods for each corpus. In addition, to simulate decoding by a lower performance computer, all the decoding times of SPREDS were multiplied by 1.5 and plotted in Fig. 6 .
First, these results strongly indicate the existence of the tradeoff between LID accuracy and latency. In all the results except for XTEC, method (A) without timeout provides the best LID accuracy. Further, for the other methods, LID accuracy was the lowest when the timeout duration was 0.
According to the results of XTEC, the proposed timeout method slightly outperforms method (A) when the average latency is longer than 1.5 s, since the proposed timeout method ignores the hypotheses with the highest likelihoods but incorrect language IDs. Utterances of VoiceTra corpus are noisier than those of the other corpora since they were recorded in a real environment, and thus require a longer decoding time. This is the reason why the LID result of VoiceTra was severely degraded by the timeout methods.
The results of methods (B) and (C) describe the ''standard tradeoff'' between LID accuracy and latency. They indicate that the use of the utterance length L alone to calculate the timeout duration is not efficient.
In contrast, the proposed RTF-dependent variable timeout method can reduce the average latency while maintaining LID accuracy better than the constant timeout methods when the utterance length is relatively long, as the results for XTEC and SPREDS show. The results of Fig. 6 show, in addition, that the proposed approach is notably effective when the decoding speed is not very fast. There are no conspicuous differences among methods (B) to (D) in the results for BTEC and VoiceTra; however, there are no artifacts introduced by the proposed approach.
Consequently, the proposed RTF-dependent variable timeout method can reduce the average latency while maintaining a high LID accuracy better than the constant timeout method.
Future work includes experiments with a larger number of languages in actual implemented systems and evaluations on test sets recorded in noisy environments.
Conclusions
This paper proposed a method to reduce the latency in LVCSR-based spoken LID using variable timeouts for each language-specific decoder. Timeout duration is calculated from both the utterance length and average RTF previously obtained by the decoder. Experiments on three-language identification (English, Japanese, and Chinese) using four corpora were performed. The experimental results show that the proposed variable timeout method can reduce the average latency while maintaining the LID accuracy better than the constant timeout method. The proposed LID method and these investigations will be important for the development of multilingual spoken language communications. Fig. 4 Results of VoiceTra.
